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HIGHLIGHTS
•

Existing regulations and standards for autonomous
vehicles (AVs) fail to adequately consider highly
autonomous systems.

•

Current reliance on human drivers to be the
“failsafe” for some AVs is problematic and requires
reevaluation of current driver licensing procedures.

•

AVs will only be safer than human drivers if
appropriate support and testing protocols are
provided and enforced.

•

Thus, in order to enable safety certification for AVs,
a multi-stage, data-driven oversight framework is
proposed.

Upon maturation, autonomous vehicles (AVs) have the
potential to provide significant benefit to society. A breadth
of partially autonomous systems are already commercially
available, and vehicles with advanced capabilities are tested
and deployed on public roads. Although the advancement
of AV technology is highly anticipated, the future of the
industry currently rests on uncertain ground with respect
to regulatory oversight. The current industry standards and
legal regulations which apply to AVs are only equipped to
fully ensure that simple autonomous capabilities are safe. As
vehicles become more autonomous, and as driving decisions
are shifted from human to computer, a regulatory paradigm
shift will be necessary. This article reviews the present state
of AV safety standards and regulations, and discusses the
potential for regulatory evolution.

or decades, the prospect of autonomous vehicles (AVs)
has attracted the attention of investors, government
agencies, researchers, and consumers alike. While factors
like convenience, accessibility, and aesthetic cannot be
discounted as reasons for consumer interest in self-driving
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vehicles, safety is without question the most immediately
compelling incentive for widespread adoption [1]. In 2019
alone, approximately 4.4 million Americans were seriously
injured in an automobile accident, with nearly 39,000
fatalities [2]. According to the United States Department
of Transportation (DOT), from 2015 to 2016, approximately
94-96% of all serious motor vehicle crashes involved
driver-related factors, such as impaired driving or illegal
maneuvers [3]. Taking human error out of the equation with
AVs has the potential to significantly reduce the number of
serious accidents and save lives.
Although the idea of self-driving vehicles has existed nearly
as long cars themselves, the race for autonomous driving
shifted into high gear in 2004, when the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) announced The Grand
Challenge autonomous driving competition. Despite the fact
that the initiative was motivated primarily by an interest in
military applications for autonomous driving, it is credited for
demonstrating that self-driving was not just an interesting
theory, but a realizable objective. Sixteen years later, the
commercial future of AVs looks bright. The modern AV
industry is composed of dozens of corporations from around
the world [4] worth an estimated $54.23 billion USD in 2018
[5]. Several million vehicles with at least partially autonomous
capabilities are predicted to be on the roads by 2024 [6],
and by 2026 market projections suggest that AVs will be a
$556.67 billion USD global industry [5]. By 2030, advanced
AV systems (i.e., fully driverless systems) are projected to be
a $60 billion USD industry alone, with nearly a third of the
market dominated by North American corporations [7].
Initially, technological development for modern AVs
enjoyed little to no regulatory oversight from federal or state
governments. This laissez-faire approach to AV regulation
was in part driven by a desire to hasten the arrival of a
mature AV market, and has resulted in impressive progress
in the field. In the span of a decade, adaptive cruise-control
and emergency-braking have become nearly ubiquitous
in new passenger cars. Even conditionally autonomous
capabilities, in which the car performs the majority of
certain driving tasks like parallel parking or lane changing,
come standard in several mid-class consumer cars. Today,
numerous companies are actively researching, testing, and
deploying vehicles with advanced autonomous capabilities
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with the ultimate goal of full autonomy. However, the
rapidly increasing number of on-road AVs, the changing
landscape of autonomous software sophistication and
capability, and the occurrence of several high-profile accidents
and fatalities involving self-driving vehicles [8, 9], introduce
some uncertainty for the future of the industry.
The ultimate impact of autonomous driving technology
depends on reliability and public trust. Without either, the
likelihood of widespread adoption of the technology declines,
and the potential for the construction of legal roadblocks
increases. For these reasons, the role of regulation and
oversight for the industry must be carefully considered.
Oversight frameworks can prevent overzealous companies
from acting rashly and endangering lives, just as easily as they
can create unnecessary burdens that stifle innovation. In this
article, we discuss the current state of AV safety standards and
regulations in the United States, and present several policy
options for consideration by both legislative policymakers and
industry leaders. In particular, we will focus our discussion on
driver safety, software verification, and vehicle testing, all of
which are necessary to prepare for the future filled with AVs.
Terminology: For the purposes of this article, the
term driver will always refer to a human operator
of a vehicle. Passengers are human occupants in
a vehicle not involved in the driving task. When
referring to a vehicle or AV, it could be in reference to
any applicable ground transport system commercially
made autonomous (e.g., passenger cars, buses,
tractor-trailers).

Levels of Autonomy: The Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) defines six levels of autonomy for AVs [10]:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Level 0 (L0): No Automation A human performs all
driving tasks at all times. Emergency braking or lane
departure warnings are allowed.
Level 1 (L1): Driver Assistance A driver controls the
vehicle in the majority of driving tasks; the vehicle may
feature a single automated systems (e.g., adaptive cruise
control or lane-centering) to simplify operation.
Level 2 (L2): Partial Automation A driver is monitoring
and controlling driving tasks; the vehicle can perform
multiple tasks at once (e.g., simultaneous adaptive
cruise-control and lane-centering) as an advanced driver
assistance system.
Level 3 (L3): Conditional Automation The vehicle
performs most driving tasks while the driver supervises.
The driver is expected to handle specialized driving
scenarios (e.g., unfamiliar surface streets) and be ready
to intervene at all times.
Level 4 (L4): High Automation The vehicle performs all
driving tasks under specific circumstances (e.g., under
certain speeds or weather conditions in pre-mapped
regions) without need for direct supervision by the driver.
Driver override is still available.
Level 5 (L5): Full Automation The vehicle performs all
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driving tasks under all circumstances, and no driver is
necessary; passengers will never be involved in driving.
L0-L2 autonomy is nearly ubiquitous in modern cars, with
features including adaptive cruise-control, emergency braking,
and adaptive lane-assist. Within the last few years, vehicles
with capabilities approaching those of L3, like Tesla’s Full
Self-Driving and GM’s Super Cruise, have been available for
purchase. Moreover, most industry research and development
vehicles used on closed test-tracks and public roadways
are rated L3+ [11, 12]. Even the testing of L4 vehicles
without human oversight on public roads has begun in limited
circumstances [13]–[15]. We next consider how these systems
are currently being regulated, both internally by self-driving
companies, and by federal, state, and local regulators.

AV Oversight Today
In the US, the authority to regulate AVs is shared by both the
industry via internal voluntary standards, and the government
at all levels (federal, state, and local) through both legislation
and regulatory standards. Here we describe current standards
and regulations, which are summarized in Table I.
Voluntary Standards: Design principles for automobiles of all
kinds are borne primarily from standards and best practices
defined by independent organizations. The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) is the preeminent
authority on AV standards. ISO 26262 Road Vehicles Functional Safety [16] provides best practice guidance and
requirements for ensuring functional safety of a vehicle in
the event of a system failure (e.g., electrical shorts). This
regulation applies to systems like dynamic stability control, but
does not cover hazard prevention or safety in the absence of
a system failure, such as when a car automatically brakes.
To better address non-failure safety cases presented by
automated systems, ISO PAS 21448 Safety of the Intended
Functionality (SOTIF) [17] was published in 2019. SOTIF
aims to reduce the number of unaccounted for scenarios
that automated systems may encounter. In addition to these
core standards, a series of Intelligent Transport Systems
standards from ISO are used to broadly define necessary
attributes of cyberphysical systems (e.g., ISO 14825:2011
Geographic Data Files [18]). Together, the ISO standards are
considered sufficient for up to L2 autonomous systems. In the
US, independent standards relevant to autonomous vehicles
are provided in principle by the SAE (e.g., SAE J 3016 which
defines autonomy levels [10], or SAE J 3018 which outlines
on-road testing procedures for L3+ vehicles [19]). Though
these and other groups do not have explicit authority over
vehicle manufacturers, they have considerable influence over
how governments craft their own policies.
Federal: The US federal government has primarily published
national standards and guidelines in an effort to influence
companies, and form a basis for state and local policies.
The Department of Defense (DOD) (e.g., MIL STD 882
Standard Practice: System Safety [20]) and the DOT National
Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA under
Title 49 of U.S. Code, Chapter 301 Motor Vehicle Safety)
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each have published guidelines on, or which apply to, AV
technology. NHSTA maintains and publishes Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) [21] which largely hold
vehicle manufacturers to a set of equipment requirements and
certification standards. Relevant specifications for automated
systems include Title 49: Chapter V, Part 571, Subpart B
No. 124 Accelerator Control Systems, and Title 49: Chapter
V, Part 571, Subpart B No. 121 Electronic Stability Control
Systems. In 2017, NHSTA published AV 2.0 A Vision for Safety
[22] which provided guidance on design, testing, and safety
features on AVs and provided a voluntary framework for safety
documentation. An update to the document, AV 3.0 Preparing
for the Future of Transportation [3], was released in 2018 and
provides guidance for training and licensing of test drivers.
In January 2020, AV 4.0 Ensuring American Leadership in
Automated Vehicle Technologies [23] was announced which
expands on previous guidelines and primarily focuses on the
role of the US Government in supporting technology growth.
Although there are currently no legislative measures which
apply specifically to AVs, House Bill H.R.3388 Safely Ensuring
Lives Future Deployment and Research in Vehicle Evolution
Act (or SELF DRIVE Act) [24] has been proposed (and
approved by the House in 2017, currently under consideration
in the Senate). The SELF DRIVE Act specifically aims to
establish a set of federal regulation for AV safety on matters
of cybersecurity, privacy, and accessibility, in addition to a
system for safety assessment.
State: Traditionally in matters of automobile regulation in the
United States, the federal government has held power over
regulating physical components of a vehicle while states have
determined licensing. Because of this, states currently wield
most legislative influence over the AV industry, as approving
driverless capabilities falls more naturally under the domain
of licensing. The National Conference of State Legislators
[25] reported that 40 states had either passed legislation,
or issued executive orders, related to AVs at the time of
writing this article. For example, in Massachusetts (MA), Part
I, Title XIV, Chapter 90 of General Laws covers Motor Vehicles
and Aircraft, and discusses registration standards, operational
regulations (such as age or training of a driver or roadway
rules), and sets regulations for minimum safety standards for
functional components of a vehicle. State legislators may also
pass restrictions for operation of an AV on motorways. In MA,
Senate Bill S.2115 An Act to promote the safe integration
of autonomous vehicles into the transportation system of
the Commonwealth [26] is one such example of potential
regulation of the use of AVs within public infrastructure. In
addition to vehicle regulation, state governments are solely
responsible for establishing criteria to earn driving licenses
within the state (with the exception of commercial driving
licenses which are federally administered). In states with
companies testing AVs on roadways, additional oversight is
imposed on certifying safety drivers for these companies
(which can include additional background checks and proof
of passing a company-designed curriculum for drivers).
Local: Finally, municipalities and other local governments play
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a role in regulating or overseeing AV technology development
on roadways. For example, the city of Boston released a
vision and framework for development of AV technology
Autonomous Vehicles: Boston’s Approach related to an
Executive Order from the Office of the Mayor Establishing a
Policy for Autonomous Vehicles in the City of Boston [27].
The framework establishes a process by which Boston can
oversee development and restrict access to the city’s roads
for self-driving companies. These efforts are coordinated
at the state-level through the MA DOT in accordance to
MA Executive Order 572 [28], and requires establishing a
memorandum of agreement between the city and an AV
company in order to operate. Local agreements between
municipalities and self-driving companies are generally
amicable, with benefits for both parties if the AV technology
being developed is successful [29]. For some companies,
connecting with city and state governments is a key part
of their business model, with the intent of upgrading or
supplementing existing public transit infrastructure.
The underlying message from federal guidelines, which
influences state and local authorities, is that self-driving
research and development should proceed with minimal
restriction, while self-driving as a product for purchase should
be regulated to the extent necessary to establish reasonable
safety. State and local policies, by nature of being distributed,
have an unfortunate consequence of potentially being at
odds between regions. For example, states without any AV
regulation (e.g., Maryland) may become more compelling
places to launch new products than states with stringent
regulations; or in an extreme example, states which allow
L3+ commercial driving on highways may border states
that do not (thus causing interrupted service for a driver).
This consequence underscores the importance of unifying
measures like the SELF DRIVE act.
Perhaps of more concern, however, is that the vast
majority of regulations and standards discussed here are
only sufficient for L1-L2 systems, despite the fact that L3+
systems exist on roads today. This regulatory gap is currently
being addressed in two ways: by good faith “investment in
safety” by AV companies, and through the development of
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and Underwriter
Laboratories (UL) standard 4600 Standard for Safety for
the Evaluation of Autonomous Products [30]. The former
is best represented by Safety First for Automated Driving
[31], which was published in 2019 by several AV companies
and manufacturers. The document proposes a framework for
testing, regulating, and certifying L3+ vehicles, and provides
a model for allowing continued innovation while ensuring
that capable and safe vehicles are available on the market.
UL4600 is a proposed standard aimed specifically for L3+
technologies which places the burden of proof on companies
to collect sufficient evidence that their offering is safe.
To proceed with L3+ technology development, placing
the burden of proof on companies to demonstrate safety
establishes the need for an oversight framework. In ideal
conditions, oversight policies would encourage procedural
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TABLE I: Independent standards and US regulations currently in place which apply to autonomous vehicles. This list is by no means
exhaustive, but provides examples of standard or legislation at different scopes of influence.

Voluntary Standards

Standard Name
ISO 26262
ISO PAS 21448
e.g., ISO 14825:2011, ISO 10711:2012
SAE J3016
SAE J3018
MIL STD 882
ANSI/UL 4600
US DOT NHTSA FMVSS
US DOT NHTSA AV 2.0, 3.0, 4.0
Safety First for Automated Driving

Description
Functional Safety
Intended Functionality (L1, L2)
Intelligent Transport Infrastructure
Autonomy Level Definitions
On-Road L3+ Testing
US Transport System Safety
Evaluation of L3+ AVs
US Min. Safety Requirements
US AV Vision
Informal Industry (US) Statement

Status
Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued
Issued
Proposed
Issued
Issued
Proposed

Citation
[16]
[17]
[18, 32]
[10]
[19]
[20]
[30]
[21]
[3, 22, 23]
[31]

US Regulations

Regulation Name
House Bill H.R.3388 SELF DRIVE Act
e.g., MA Senate Bill S.2115
e.g., MA Executive Order 572
e.g., Executive Order: Establishing a
Policy for Autonomous Vehicles in the
City of Boston

Scope
Federal
State
State
Local

Status
Proposed
Proposed
Issued
Issued

Citation
[24]
[26]
[28]
[27]

clarity and transparency, and establish clear metrics for
quantifying feature or behavior efficacy. One of the key
challenges facing regulation and standardization of AVs today
is the murkiness of what reasonable proof of safety looks like.
This is particularly true for L3 systems, which are uniquely
defined by collaboration between driver and vehicle for safe
operation. Next, we highlight some of the challenges specific
to L3 systems, then consider L4+ systems, and propose
several oversight frameworks for consideration.

Human-in-the-Loop: Level 3 AVs
The day has not yet arrived when an AV can be summoned
to your doorstep unattended and whisk you to any specified
destination. In general, the vast majority of AVs on the road
today are still controlled by a licensed driver as the primary
vehicle operator, and any on-board autonomous system is
typically designed to augment their capabilities. Systems like
adaptive cruise control, emergency braking, lane correction,
or evasive lane changing are designed to ease the mental
and physical burden on the driver, particularly in safety critical
scenarios in which the situational awareness of a driver may
be compromised (e.g., merging car in a blindspot). Situational
awareness describes the driver’s mental model of everything
in and around the vehicle, including the location and speeds
of other cars, the position of their vehicle in a lane, and the
road condition. L1 and L2 systems assist in cases where
imperfect situational awareness can lead to accidents, acting
in a supervisory role at all times. For L3+ vehicles, and for L3
AVs in particular, the operational responsibility of the vehicle
shifts from the driver to the autonomous system, and the
burden of safety-critical emergency response shifts to the
driver. In this section, we highlight the key socio-technical
challenges associated with L3 AVs, and suggest frameworks
for regulation of L3 vehicles (and their drivers).
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The Driver-Vehicle Relationship
As a “supervisor,” a driver is removed from the direct operation
of the vehicle unless performing a takeover operation, in which
a safety critical or unknown scenario arises that the vehicle
is explicitly not designed to handle. This requires the same
level of situational awareness as driving, without any of the
insight about the control trajectory of the vehicle the driver
is in (since the driver is not the one making the decisions).
In the L1-L2 scenario in which the vehicle is monitoring the
driver, the vehicle is typically only monitoring a specific subset
of safety scenarios, and does not evaluate how the driver
is performing (e.g., if the driver is obeying all traffic rules,
if the driver is taking the optimal trajectory around debris in
the roadway, etc.). In the L3 scenario in which the driver is
monitoring the autonomous system, the vehicle is capable of
watching the blind spots and lane centering for itself just as
before, but requires the driver to intervene if its actions are
generally “unsafe” given the abstract context of a scenario or
the rules of the road. It requires a different type of supervision
from the driver. Furthermore, L3 assumes that the driver will
need to intervene in some non-trivial number of scenarios.
This relationship places a huge burden of responsibility on the
driver, without giving the driver a sense of agency or control
in their role.
Over the last 5 years, studies have examined the takeover
experience for drivers of L3 AVs, and demonstrated that
humans functioning in a supervisory role to an autonomous
system require new skills or training to appropriately respond
to takeover events. Autonomous monitoring systems, like
those found in L2 vehicles, are explicitly designed to be
consistent, vigilant, and dependable. In contrast, drivers
posses unique characteristics that make their immediate
reactions to takeover requests difficult to predict. For example,
age [33] and emotional state [34] have been shown to
be strong factors in the response of a driver to takeover
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requests. Additionally, environmental complexity—such as
traffic density [35]—has been shown to influence takeover time
and intervention strategy adopted by drivers since situational
awareness plays a critical role in selecting a safe action
to take. Moreover, when drivers are allowed to engage in
non-driving tasks, studies unilaterally suggest that vigilance
is reduced and response time to takeover requests is slower
than that of drivers engaged fully in the driving task [36, 37].
This does not take into account the case in which a driver
may willfully ignore takeover requests that a vehicle makes,
for example because they are confident that the vehicle can
manage the scenario (perhaps based on past experience).
When companies test their L3+ vehicles on public roads,
these vehicles are generally staffed by safety drivers who
are specifically trained by the company on the operation of
an AV. Much like typical driver education, the standard AV
driving curriculum consists of both classroom instruction and
on-road practice. Classroom instruction broadly goes over
the interfaces in the vehicle, reviews takeover protocol and
case studies, and highlights the importance of vigilance when
monitoring the vehicle. On-road instruction typically consists
of practicing safe takeover procedures. For the majority of
AV companies, the process of selecting, training, and hiring
safety drivers is a multi-week investment. One self-driving
company, Aurora, details a six week course that every
candidate must take in order to be certified by the company
[38]. Other companies, like Waymo [39] and Uber [40] also
provide extensive training for their safety drivers. Enrollment
in such programs does not necessarily guarantee suitability
of the individual as a safety driver; typically only a portion
of applicants are considered suitable for full-time roles. The
lengths that private companies go to train and test applicants
are well supported by studies which show that drivers with
experience performing takeovers through both in-classroom
and simulated training are much more consistent and safe
when responding to requests (e.g., [41]).
In many US states, these curricula are required to be put
in place in order to allow operation of vehicles on public roads.
For example, in MA, safety drivers must pass a background
check performed by the state, must carry a valid driving
license, provide proof of passing the company’s safety driving
curriculum, and have their status renewed by the company on
a quarterly basis. Although the curriculum, and its metrics for
“passing,” are all set by the company, states have the ability
to request changes to ensure public safety. The level of care
and oversight for safety driving is well-founded: in nearly all AV
accidents to date, driver error, distraction, or over-confidence
in the autonomous system played a considerable role. Indeed,
in a 2017 study [41] it was demonstrated that untrained drivers
reported the highest confidence in an autonomy system both
before and after they experienced a simulated safety critical
takeover request. This raises the question about how L3+
technologies should be introduced to the broader public;
indeed even the best L3 systems will require driver takeovers.
Mitigating Challenges Posed by L3 AVs
Arguably, the most dangerous part of L3 technology happens
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at the interface of autonomous and human driving. In order
to maintain continuous safe operation of the vehicle through
these transitions, driver engagement must be maintained,
and reliable takeover hand-offs need to be designed. As
discussed, a primary cause of human failure in the role of a
safety driver is caused by lapses in attention. To this end, AVs
with the ability to monitor the driver for signs of attentiveness,
or engage in a series of attention-keeping requests, have
been proposed to improve driver readiness in the event of a
safety-critical transition (companies Renovo Auto and Affectiva
are two examples [42]). Interior facing cameras and biometric
sensors which can identify if a driver has lost focus on the
road can be useful tools in ensuring that the role of safety
driver is being performed adequately.
Monitoring the driver is only one facet of creating safe
takeover scenarios, however. When a takeover request is
initiated, the driver needs to be able to recognize that the
request is being made, understand how to engage with the
vehicle in order to regain control, be able to infer what
the reason for the takeover request was in order to act
appropriately, and following the event, re-engage the control
of the autonomy. A useful framework for understanding the
relationship between the driver and the autonomous system
is through the concept of control authorities which establishes
the driver and vehicle as collaborators for a driving task,
both of whom can initiate and execute actions [43, 44].
Interface standardization, regulated by NHTSA, is what makes
it possible for a driver to operate any typical L0-L2 car without
needing specific training. The accelerator is in the same place
and does the same thing, whether the car is a Volkswagen
manufactured 40 years ago, or a brand new Ford. In the same
vein, alerts about potential takeovers and the way in which
a takeover is initiated or ended should be required to follow
the same principles. Walch et al. [45] extensively list many
proposed interfaces to communicate takeover requests, and
we point the reader to this source for further discussion. For
drivers to be expected to operate an AV reliably, the physical
interface for takeover requests must be standardized.
With this in mind, federal and state legislators must
decide on if and how training for AV operation be included
in driver licensing. Currently, the licensing system in each
state largely focuses on training motorists on safety protocol
while operating a vehicle: interpreting regulatory signs,
understanding traffic laws, and assessing basic operational
capability of the vehicle in multiple driving scenarios. Mastery
of these skills alone does not imply a person will be an
effective operator of a L3 AV. Possible pathways to AV
driver training include augmenting current drivers education
programs with AV classroom instruction or creating a
specialized licensing path for AV owners/operators (in the style
of commercial licensing, this could be federally standardized).
The role of driver training could alternatively fall to the AV
companies and dealers, as suggested by NHTSA AV 2.0 [22].
However, given the difficulty private companies have
found training their own safety-drivers, it is worth questioning
whether the average driver can be reasonably expected to
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safely operate L3 AVs. Companies have been able to find
individuals that are capable of performing this task, but there
is informal consensus that the task is far more difficult than
driving a non-autonomous vehicle. Even after rigorous vetting
and training, human nature can lead safety drivers to over-trust
the systems they are meant to monitor [46]. For this reason,
some companies like Waymo, a leader in the current race
for a fully autonomous vehicle, have committed to skipping
commercial release of L3 vehicles entirely. There is no explicit
reason why L3 vehicles must be adopted before L4+ vehicles,
and solving the challenges unique to L3 technology (the
driver-vehicle interface) do not lend insight to L4 capabilities.
A unilateral ban on L3 vehicles for commercial purchase is
yet another option worth serious consideration for regulatory
measures. Leaders in safety of autonomous systems, like
Dr. Mary Cummings of Duke University, support the idea
that regulation is necessary for highly autonomous systems,
and that L3 systems are potentially so dangerous that they
should not be allowed on the roads [46]. Such a ban would
not extend to test vehicles necessary for developing L4+
capabilities, so the progress of innovation of autonomous
technology would not be seriously hindered. As L3 vehicles
are already beginning to enter public roadways, consideration
of this policy must be careful but swift.

AV Characteristics
Abstractly, an AV consists of a body, perception system,
datalogger, decision-making systems, and control system. The
body is the physical frame and wheels of the vehicle, and
can include the interior (seats), windshield, and mirrors. AVs
may not look like typical vehicles; for example, there is no
explicit need for a windshield if cameras are being used
to “see” the road. The perception system encompasses the
sensors (and their computers) used to collect data about the
environment the vehicle is in. Typical sensor suites include
LIDAR, RADAR, and cameras. The perception system fuses
measurements from different sensors together into a model of
the world. This model is served to the decision-making system
which is a computer (or multiple computers) which plans
trajectories and actions the vehicle should take according
to a navigation goal and the model of the environment.
Trajectory plans are provided to the control system which
actuates the motor, brakes, and steering for the vehicle to
physically execute these plans. The datalogger is used to
record raw sensor information, messages passed between
the different computers, and decisions made by the vehicle.
Together, these physical components form a network of
multiple computers which process data in order to create
appropriate actuator commands.

Safe by Design: Certifying Level 4+ AVs

Testing these components for faults, and establishing safe
behaviors in the event of such a fault, is largely covered
by standards set in ISO 26262. This includes establishing
redundant components and pathways for data transfer and
electrical power. However, an AV could “work” perfectly, and
still engage in unsafe behavior. These non-fault scenarios
are what ISO/PAS 21448 examines for L1 and L2 systems,
however, it does not provide guidance suitable for AVs in which
the majority of driving responsibility falls on the AV and not the
driver. For instance, there is significantly more complexity in
the process used to transform a LIDAR return into a steering
command. Generally, the lack of standards and regulations
for fully self-driving AVs is reflective of the relative infancy of
technology in this space. Despite this, it is inevitable that a
system for certifying AVs will become necessary, and is central
in the argument for the development of ANSI/UL4600.

Though L3 vehicles present more immediate pressing policy
questions, the long-term goal of self-driving technology is
to expand into L4+. Such AVs are already being tested on
public roads, and in some cases without a safety driver
behind the wheel. Notably, in 2020 self-driving company Nuro
was granted a FMVSS exemption for their vehicles, which
permits the operation of vehicles without normally standard
equipment, like rear-view mirrors [15]. Similarly, Waymo has
tested its L4 vehicles without a safety driver in certain,
carefully mapped, regions of Arizona [13, 14]. Fully driverless
systems are a significant step beyond L3 systems in that by
removing the need for a driver, engineers no longer need
to be constrained by driver-vehicle interface requirements. In
principle, the future of transportation could be one without a
steering wheel at all. When cars are truly capable of driving
themselves, regulatory focus must be capable of ensuring that
the car will be capable of operating safely.
AV Certification is the process by which an AV is deemed
“safe” according to standards and regulations imposed on
that class of vehicle. L0-L2 vehicles today are certified via
extensive crashworthiness testing, emissions tests, physical
assessment of car components, and inspection for adherence
to FMVSS and state regulations. Car companies are largely
responsible for performing and reporting these tests to an
oversight committee, which ultimately deems the vehicle
suitable. An AV will likely be subject to many of these same
tests, however, there are unique characteristics possessed by
AVs which must additionally be considered. Next, we discuss
these characteristics in addition to different frameworks for
regulating AVs under the challenges posed. We also consider
potential consequences of certain types of regulation.
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Further complicating the design of a certification scheme
is the capability and prevalence of over-the-air (OTA) updates,
in which changes to the software on an AV can be made
remotely and automatically, and which can change the
behavior of the AV without any changes to the hardware1 .
Engineers are constantly working on improvements to the
sensing, decision-making, and control systems onboard a
vehicle. With more vehicle miles, comes more data that
can be be used to improve generalizability of the AV to
more scenarios. However, OTA updates generally break
traditional models of vehicle certification. The same car may
1 It is worth noting that cybersecurity is an incredibly important
topic as it relates to AV safety. The same systems that enable
OTA updates make AVs vulnerable to attack. Cybersecurity is out
of scope for this article, but we direct the interested reader to the
NHSTA landing page to get started https://www.nhtsa.gov/
technology-innovation/vehicle-cybersecurity.
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be updated to behave so differently from prior to the update,
that it may need to be re-certified. How updates can be
incrementally certified in order to continuously improve AV
technology is currently an open question. Based on our
current understanding of the field today, several potential
frameworks for assessing AV technology, which consider all of
the characteristics and the challenges associated with them,
have emerged.

of clearly established expectations on specific tasks. The
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Focus Group
on AI for Autonomous and Assisted Driving in the European
Union (EU) announced in Fall 2019 its plan to assemble an
AV driving test for highly automated vehicles [48]. While this
approach may be appealing for its familiarity and simplicity,
there are several reasons it can not be a stand-alone test of
autonomous vehicles.

Frameworks for Ensuring AV Safety
Algorithms used for decision-making are difficult to inspect;
hundreds of thousands of lines of code may be used to
define behaviors or models of an AV. Further complicating
matters is the common use of machine learning techniques
in self-driving. A model of the vehicle’s situational awareness
or decision-making process may be “learned” from data and
experience, but the exact way that decisions are made is
obfuscated (known as a “black box”). Thus, it is impossible to
know with certainty the behavior of a vehicle in any arbitrary
situation. Because of this, thorough and diverse testing is
necessary to define the probability of safe operation of the
vehicle. Here, we describe four potential frameworks to assess
safety of L4+ AVs. Fig. 1 summarizes these approaches.

One of the challenges of defining a good driving test
for AVs is fundamental to a key limitation of autonomous
systems: transferability. A licensed driver can be trusted after
training and a single on-road test on a rainy day in rural
Massachusetts, to reasonably handle their vehicle on a sunny
day in San Francisco, without too much concern. However, an
AV that uses deep learning systems, or any other data-driven
approach, cannot necessarily be expected to transfer its
driving skills between conditions or scenarios that it has never
seen before. Perception, and the deep networks they rely on,
can be especially susceptible to deviations from data in a
training set [49]. If a perception system is trained on a set of
scenarios that do not fully represent the space of all realistic
scenarios, it is not safe to deploy, even though it may pass
a “self-driving test.” Demonstrating the occasional fragility of
computer vision, research has shown that detection of stop
signs can by made unreliable by simply placing a few strips
of tape over the road-signs [50]. Although progress has been
made in the area of learning robust features for computer
vision [51], generalizability remains a major roadblock to
certification of autonomous systems. An autonomous driving
test would need to be augmented by further verification in
order to properly assess the capabilities of an AV in a
reasonable diversity of scenarios.

a) Scenario Testing, A Driving Test for AVs: One
approach to self-driving certification would be to create a
standardized “driving test” for AVs to complete in order to
be approved for public roads. This approach, which may rely
on both simulated and real driving elements, could be an
easy way to filter out under-performing AVs on the basis

b) Certifying Components: Another approach to AV
safety testing would be to perform a subsystems level review,
that would propose to individually certify that each separate
subsystem of the AV operates as expected. This would mean,
for example, that the perception system alone would be
tested in detection tasks for cars, trees, signs, or pedestrians,
and the accuracy scored. Perhaps the greatest advantage
to this methodology is that incremental updates which only
impact some subsystems would only require re-testing those
subsystems. Potentially billions of hours of on-road data would
not be needed to certify the vehicle.

Figure 1: Four frameworks for AV safety oversight are
proposed, clockwise from top left: Certifying Components (CC),
Holistic Certification (HC), Scenario Testing (ST), and Graduated
Capabilities (GC). In CC, specific behaviors of an AV, like
navigation or detection, are inspected. In contrast, HC uses global
metrics like “Driving Infractions per Mile” to quantify the vehicle’s
general efficacy. ST examines an AV’s behavior in specific
scenarios like driving on empty streets or crossing intersections.
Finally, GC combines different aspects of the other frameworks in
a “capabilities” based framework, in which an abstract capability
like “localization” could be tested through a series of increasingly
complex simulated and field trials. Images in this figure are from
the KITTI raw dataset [47].
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Unfortunately, this approach alone leaves a glaring hole
in safety testing: subsystems on an AV interact, and at
these interfaces there is opportunity for insidious failures. An
infamous example of a failure that would not be caught in
this framework is exemplified by a crash with an Uber vehicle
in Tempe, AZ [8]. In this case, the perception system failed
to classify a pedestrian consistently, and, while the “object”
was tracked the whole time, the velocity trajectory of the
pedestrian was erased for each new classification label (it
is important to note that though a safety-driver was present,
they did not intervene due to external distraction). This is an
example of the perception system and the decision-making
and control systems creating a compounding unsafe behavior
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in their interaction. Since it is impossible to guarantee that
all systems will be perfect, the cascading impact of error or
uncertainty will be a major factor for AV safety2 .
c) Holistic
Certification:
The
faults
of
the
component-based approach naturally lead to the third
possible framework for certifying an L4+ vehicle: holistic
certification. Unlike scenario testing, which assesses the AV
behavior on a subset of specific tasks, holistic certification
represents a more general approach to proving the safety of
an AV through data-driven metrics. Possible metrics could
include collision frequency or driving law infractions per mile.
In aviation, another highly-automated field, one metric
is chance of failure per hour, and sets the standard at a
maximum of 10−9 failures per hour. A similar standard for
AVs could be put into place. To meet the threshold set for
aviation would take 109 hours of driving, which is equivalent
to 30 billion miles of driving for an average car. In one study, it
was shown that hundreds of millions of miles of testing would
be necessary to confidently state fatality, injury, and crash
rates. Notably, for high-confidence estimates of performing
better than a human, 11 billion, 161 million, and 65 million
miles would be necessary for fatality, injury, and crashes
respectively [54]. For reference, the total number of miles
driven by Waymo’s fleet since 2009 as of January 2020 was 20
million miles on roadways and is substantially short of these
proposals [39].
As in aviation, simulation is necessary to reach the
prescribed test hours for AVs. While simulation is a useful
tool, simulation can differ from the real world in meaningful
ways. Visual appearance, underlying physics, and the actions
of other simulated vehicles may not be fully captured in
simulation. In addition, simulation scenarios would need to
be defined to test a breadth of autonomous behaviors, and
studies would need to be completed to determine how well
the simulation performance generalizes to the real world
performance of the vehicle. One method for developing such
simulations is to use data collected in the field perturbed by
noise or slightly modified scenarios. An alternative to standard
“photorealistic” simulation, which attempts to replace on-road
testing, is to perform hardware-in-the-loop fault simulations,
which stochastically introduce problems to the autonomous
software at a much higher rate than might occur naturally.
These approaches are similar to fault injection simulators
(e.g., [55]) or software stress testing (e.g., [56]), and could
reduce the burden of proof about the safety of autonomous
systems to an attainable level.
d) Graduated Capability Certification: A fourth
approach could be to establish procedures for testing the
2 Risk-bounded behavior design and analysis of uncertainty
propagation in autonomous systems could be used to mitigate the
effects of compounding error. Uncertainty propagation quantifies
the impact of process or measurement uncertainty downstream
in a decision-making or modeling systems. Risk-bounded planning
encompasses systems that explicitly characterize and consider
uncertainty in the estimation of an autonomous agent’s state (e.g.,
[52, 53]). Quantifying and using uncertainty is one of the key technical
challenges that AV developers tackle.
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vehicle holistically on capabilities of the vehicle. This is a
natural combination of component, scenario, and holistic
testing frameworks. This approach focuses specifically on the
idea of defining abstract capabilities for an AV to possess.
One such capability is localization: the ability for the vehicle
to be accurately located (within a map). This approach is
proposed in Safety First for Automated Driving [31] and uses
ISO/PAS 21448 to structure a 4-part graduated certification
process: (1) analysis, (2) verification, (3) validation, and (4)
field operation. In this framework to certify that an AV can
localize itself, a study of the sensor error models would
be conducted (analysis), failsafe behaviors would be tested
for sensor dropout or malfunction (verification), simulation
scenarios would be evaluated (validation), and several
on-road tests would be performed (field operation). Central
to using this framework is creating a list of capabilities an AV
should have, and establishing criteria in each of the 4 parts
to improve the capability and prove, within reason, that the
vehicle possess that capability.
Realistic Oversight
The suggested frameworks are complementary ways in
which AV safety can be considered. Each of these methods
relies on significant data collection from on-road and
simulation testing, and places the burden of proof on
AV companies/manufacturers to defend their systems. The
diversity of approaches AV companies are taking to design
autonomous systems, in addition to the myriad use cases
for AVs (e.g., public transit in geo-fenced areas, highway
travel), makes an external, independent review process or
strict regulation unrealistic. Just as ANSI/UL4600 proponents
suggest, it is likely through standard-setting and external
oversight that safety can be ensured for AVs of all levels of
autonomy and functions.
Collaborative efforts between standards groups,
legislators, and companies have the potential for appropriately
supporting technical innovation while protecting public safety,
however, there are some failure cases that should be
highlighted. The first relates to setting standards with
impossible criteria to meet. As it stands, it is not possible
to prove with certainty that an AV will “always” or “never”
do something. Any legislation with such language must be
re-written to account for the stochastic nature of any real-world
system. A second relates to lobbying guidelines, which will
inherently favor one company’s approach over others. Some
significant fear in the industry is that larger companies with
more clout could potentially box out competition by setting
standards that only the most mature technologies in the field
can meet. To avoid either of these scenarios, an effective
oversight system is one that incrementally establishes
guidelines as the field as a whole matures. To this end,
the direction that the field moves can be set by industry
standards, and legal regulations can be put in place when a
reasonable minimum threshold for safety is proven by most
companies. Precedents for these guidelines can be assessed
by external review boards which receive data and analysis
from company testing procedures.
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Discussion
For non-autonomous vehicle regulation, international and
federal standards dominate. This ensures that every vehicle
on the road today meets a minimum threshold of safety to
protect the general public. Drivers are trained by the states,
but with the implicit understanding that drivers trained in one
state will be able to safely operate their vehicle in another.
As driving tasks are offloaded to the vehicle in self-driving
systems, the separation between certifying vehicle safety
and certifying safe vehicle operation no longer applies. The
new landscape for vehicle regulation and standardization will
require considerably more oversight from international and
federal bodies. House Bill H.R.3388 the SELF DRIVE act,
has been one recent attempt at creating such a system.
The relative infancy of self-driving, however, makes large
regulatory changes, like those proposed in H.R.3388 difficult
to pass. ANSI/UL4600 is another such national-level attempt
at setting standards for highly autonomous systems which has
yet to be fully approved and adopted at the date of publication.
In this article, we described a path toward incremental
regulatory measures by first discussing necessary near-term
measures for L3 AV technology, particularly with respect
to preparing drivers for a paradigm shift in the way
human-vehicle interactions will occur on the road. We
further discussed multiple frameworks for regulating the
autonomous decision-making systems of L4+ AVs, and
highlighted the unique regulatory challenges posed by
software-intensive systems. In particular, we suggested that,
as a whole, verifying the safety of AVs will require careful
collaboration between standards agencies, governments, and
companies in order to appropriately identify performance
criteria to define safe-operation of an AV. This collaboration is
practically necessary given the complexity and opaqueness of
autonomous algorithms and models, which are fundamentally
impossible to characterize with certainty.
Beyond the topics raised in this article, it is worth
highlighting that the future of self-driving is tied not only to
the success of verifiable software and safe driver training, but
also to factors less directly related to the vehicles themselves.
Urban planning, for example, can simplify the problem of
self-driving by making roads friendlier for AVs. Additionally,
cybersecurity is a major issue with AVs, especially those which
update and change their software frequently. The safety of the
vehicle depends on the fact that the software being tested is
not vulnerable to outside attack. There is also a long-standing
question about liability with regards to AVs (i.e., the person or
entity to blame in the case of an accident) that could influence
safe practice adoption at companies and manufacturers. In
short, autonomous driving has the potential to completely
change the literal landscape in our cities, and figuratively with
respect to regulation and insurance.
The arrival of fully autonomous vehicles on our roads is
generally accepted to be a matter of when, not if. Although
L5 AVs are not anticipated until sometime in the next several
decades, L3 and L4 systems are already on the roads. For
an industry with hundreds of billions of dollars of invested
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capital, and where the prevailing opinion is that the first to
develop a fully autonomous vehicle will have a massive market
advantage, companies have significant incentive to accelerate
innovation. At the same time, the safety of the general public
must be considered and protected. In principle, these two
goals are complementary; a successful self-driving vehicle
should be one that is safer than the car of today. Regulation
and standardization for AV technology is necessary not
to limit innovation, but to set the goalposts for suitably
capable vehicles. The success of AV technology will be
overwhelmingly tied to strategic standardization and regulation
of the industry.
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